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GERMAN JOBS ENGINE KEEPS HUMMING 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

Germany unemployment change (national definition), sa, August (Bundesbank data) 

 

Actual:  1k 

Previous: -11k (revised up from -12k) 

Consensus: -5k 

Berenberg: -5k 

 

Germany’s buoyant labour market has remained largely unaffected by the external uncertainties and the swings in economic 

output so far this year. While unemployment may have troughed, job creation remained robust so far. However, the latest 

decline in consumer confidence does suggest that while the fundamentals for household spending remain strong, the uncer-

tainty emanating from the crisis in Eastern Ukraine is also making households more cautious, signalling that spending could 

weaken at least temporarily. A decline in the hiring intentions index BA-X by 2 points suggests that the economic rough 

patch may also catch up with the labour market. 

 

According to Bundesbank data, unemployment edged up by 1k in August on a seasonally adjusted basis, after a decline by 

11k in July. Unemployment is still 45k lower than a year ago, but seems to have troughed. Employment, meanwhile, in-

creased by 44k in July leaving it 334k higher than a year ago. The divergence between employment and unemployment sug-

gests that companies keep hiring from the reserves and from abroad rather than from the pool of remaining registered job-

less. This mobilisation of additional resources has driven up Germany’s activity rate (the number of employed and unem-

ployed as a share of total population) by 5ppt to 77.5% since the Agenda 2010 reforms in 2004. The trend towards better-

paying permanent jobs also continued, with “core” employment (ie. those jobs paying enough to be liable for social security 

contributions) increasing by 60k in June. 

 

Germany’s labour market remains in rude health. However, the latest dip in hiring intentions and in consumer confidence 

does highlight that jobs and consumption are not completely insulated from the economic rough patch caused by the crisis 

in Eastern Ukraine. 

 

German labour market data 

 

 AUG JUL JUN MAY APR MAR 

UE rate % sa 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 

UE change, sa 1k -11k 7k 24k -26k -10k 

Job creation, sa  44k 25k 38k 44k 27k 

“Core” job creation, sa  - 89k 25k 38k 44k 

 
Source: Deutsche Bundesbank 
 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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